
 

SUMMARY OF XR UK’S STRATEGY 
This document is a summary of the current XR UK strategy  as approved by Anchor circle on 18th 
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September 2019. The strategy has been developed by a Strategy Team representing XR UK’s working 

groups and a Strategy Panel representing the wider XR UK movement, facilitated by XR UK’s 

Strategy Stewardship Team, and will be developed further based on feedback and input from the 

movement. It is a permanent work in progress. 

Analysis 

External 

● Accelerating climate change and ecosystem breakdown 
● Fast approaching tipping points: ecological, social, and of indigenous knowledge 
● New forms of denial: people shrinking back from the horrible truth about the situation 
● Crumbling political system, vested and emerging interests: preludes to eco-fascism 
● Opportunity for upgrading democracy; making it fit for purpose 

Internal 

● Extraordinary success since the declaration of rebellion 
● “Emergency mode” action led to a lack of rest, reflection, and exploration 
● Result: need for greater strategic alignment 
● Negative loop between lack of self-transformation and of accountability and transparency 
● Result: Distrust and mission drift between local and national groups 

Purpose 

Awakening to the reality of climate and ecological breakdown, we use mass civil 
disobedience with the strength of a growing movement, aligning with other movements 
and networks, to demand rapid change and prefigure a new system that helps life on earth 
thrive. 

Theory of Change Framework 

To limit catastrophic climate change and biodiversity loss, begin repair where possible, and 
adapt to likely social collapse, we need mitigation, regeneration, and adaptation. These are only 
possible with global change towards a new social and economic paradigm based on sufficiency 
and respect for our interdependence with the natural world. 

To achieve this change, we use bottom-up pressure to drive top-down, democratically mandated 

change in the UK and beyond, and we support the transformation of individuals and 

communities through non-violent direct action, self-organisation, and deliberative 
democracy: 

1 The full strategy document can be found here, a presentation highlighting its main points is available here. 
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https://docs.google.com/document/d/11VEEwXQQ3RcWRG0DKlGUteeZQl-Qjig3UJvnhhNN3LA/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1Z_3-WwbYZqOKMjVE9LIEjZntOgdflHfbWiaDwoc9dvI/edit?usp=sharing


 

● We tell the truth, help people overcome denial, and support self-transformation through 
participation in mass civil disobedience and nonviolent direct action. 

● We put pressure on domestic political institutions  in order to transform and upcycle them. 2

They can then be enlisted to repurpose international institutions to drive global change. 
● We work with other movements, networks, and communities  to pressure other pillars of the 3

current system, e.g. media and the economy, on the national and international level. 
● In this collaboration, we also develop alternative models that reduce dependence on the 

current and prefigure a new system that is based on shifted values and beliefs.   

Guiding Policy 

When developing XR UK’s strategy, we aim to follow these general guidelines: 

● Act with foresight and urgency according to the precautionary principle 

● Build an organism that can grow and gain from conflict, tension, and paradox 

This means we:   

● Nurture an ecology of different modes of change:   
○ Pressure-building to transform institutions 
○ Regenerative culture 
○ Decentralisation and self-organising systems 

● Work in cycles between the modes to allow space for reflection, exploration, and growth  4

● Connect local, national and global perspectives: 
○ Connect local XR groups directly to international communities in solidarity 
○ Enlist domestic political institutions to reshape international institutions 

Focus Areas 

We focus on the following areas of work to raise consciousness, grow the movement, 
transform harmful institutions, and build resilience for adaptation to coming change: 

Tell the truth and overcome denial 

● We tell the truth about 
○ the climate and ecological emergency,   
○ the system that has led to the emergency, and  
○ our need to work together to find solutions. 

● We combine communication, education, and support to help people overcome denial 
and commit to radical change. 

Put pressure on institutions 

● We mobilise in rebellion against the UK Government to transform and enlist the UK’s 
institutions to serve life on Earth. 

2 See “XR summary Theory of Change”. 
3 See “Movement of Movements Integrated Theory of Change”. 
4 See the “Regenerative Action Cycle”. 
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https://docs.google.com/document/d/1zVJSjS9QIP_K0njhUl31nr7oIEA6jNO3s307rlVFU9M/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1SkOPxPyKAf36kZAYEtiPFTbGf-g6ERPh856f03a4a7k/edit
https://i0.wp.com/rebellion.earth/wp/wp-content/uploads/2019/10/Regenerative-Action-Cycle_1.1.jpg


 

● We use non-violent direct action to actively empower a network of communities. 
● We look out for and work on our own internal replications of oppression. 

Build and sustain a decentralised mass movement 

● We empower local XR groups to develop strong individual purposes, which are 
connected in a shared hierarchy of purposes. 

● We train and learn from local XR groups so that we both take ownership of XR UK’s 
Theory of Change and focus on coherent strategic actions. 

● We link local XR groups to grow a network of groups that can rebel autonomously and 
in concert. 

Actively participate in a Movement of Movements 

● We aim to use our structural power and privilege in the service of and to empower other 
movements. 

● We participate in sharing knowledge, skills, and expertise between the movements. 
● We welcome and address conflict and tension between movements. 
● We offer to co-develop a movements’ assembly to set and evaluate strategy together. 

Explore alternative models 

● We connect with indigenous communities to learn how they have maintained their 
commons in the face of adversity. 

● We learn about, practice, and develop a regenerative culture that helps us repair our 
social fabric and restore ecological balance. 

● We research and experiment with alternative models of democratic social organisation. 
● We share our learnings to enrich mass movement building as well as the movement of 

movements. 

Further Strategy Process 

XR UK’s strategy is a permanent work in progress. The next iteration of strategy 
development will roughly follow this outline: 

At the October Rebellion: 

● Inform People’s Assemblies about the strategy to help roll-out, gather feedback, and learn 
about rebels’ perspectives, experiences, and vision. 

● Open spaces for dialogue around the next steps for overarching strategy, coherent 
actions, and local adaptation. 

After the October Rebellion: 

● Continued workshops to get to a strategic timeline for 6-12 months 
● Embedding the strategy in XR UK’s structure through Circle design 
● Embedding the process in the SOS with new dialogue spaces, making it truly iterative 
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